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On Monday, 1 February 2021 the Wooroloo fire started near Werribee 
Road, Wooroloo, Western Australia and was first reported at around 
2pm. On Tuesday, 2 February 2021, the fire had travelled in a north 
west direction spreading from the Shire of Mundaring into the City of 
Swan, destroying approximately 80% of properties in the township of 
Tilden Park. By Saturday, 6 February 2021, the fire had covered 26kms 
burning approximately 10,900 hectares.

The emergency efforts transitioned from the response to recovery 
phase on Thursday, 11 February 2021. As of Thursday, 18 February 
2021, approximately 320 properties had been damaged by the fire 
with 86 of those destroyed. 

Operation Woods was Disaster Relief Australia’s (DRA) first major 
operation in Western Australia, incorporating the launch of our 
Perth Disaster Relief Team. DRA collaboration with the Minderoo 
Foundation’s Fire and Flood Resilience initiative, partnering to rapidly 
deploy volunteers into the region to help with recovery efforts for the 
Perth Hills Bushfire.

As part of this new initiative, DRA coordinated depolyment of 
our members and volunteers from Minderoo, including staff from 
Fortescue Metals and Western Force as well as providing on the 
ground support for recovery efforts. The Minderoo Fire and Flood 
Resilience Fund covered travel and accommodation costs. This 
collaboration ensures fire-affected communities are matched with 
skilled and experienced volunteers, to help them rebuild and recover 
from what has been the most devastating fire season in Australian 
history.
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My folks live on Kangaroo Island. My family and I got over there a 
couple of weeks after the fires. I got to see the devastation and hear 
the stories firsthand.

I understand the amount of help these people need. When I heard 
about the call out for volunteers through my work (Fortesque Metals 
Group) for Operation Woods, I knew I would do whatever I could no 
matter what the task was. These experiences are just unimaginable 
for someone who lives in suburbia.

I love my job, but it is nice to get out in the bush and jump in with a 
team and assess something that looks insurmountable, but be able 
to knock it off. I really like working with people with all different skill 
sets and experiences – to do whatever needs to be done. My wife is 
extremely proud of me getting out and doing this volunteer work. 
Hats off to her, she’s taking on extra work between her job and the 
kids to enable me to do this!

AIR FORCE VETERAN AND DRA VOLUNTEER

MINDEROO VOLUNTEER AND FORTESCUE METALS EMPLOYEE

A highlight of my time so far occurred at a job where we were tasked with sifting to find an 
important bit of family jewellery for a lady. We found some rings and I won’t forget the look on her 
face. I could tell it meant something – a bit of hope and joy and a bit of a spark to the day. Out of 
everything that was burnt out, it was something that wasn’t lost.

- Leigh van der Merwe

As a child my family home was totally destroyed by fire. The 
memories and details have never fully left me, the traumatic feeling 
of loss lingers in the back of my mind popping up every now and 
again to remind me of the intense emotional trauma. My own home 
fire had burned with such intensity that some items had retained their 
shape. I recall touching my saddle and it crumbling in my hands, at 
that moment my entire world stopped spinning as horse riding was 
my escape and passion. I don’t recall if there was a reason that we 
didn’t get to sift through the debris to find any special items that may 
have survived but I had always wished for the opportunity to find 
something to show me hope.

Operation Woods gave me the opportunity to fulfill a long held 
desire to find something salvageable amongst the despair and 
ashes. I was privileged to find a ring that belonged to the clients 
daughter and her wedding ring. I just wished that when I was going 
through the same process I had had an organisation like Disaster 
Relief Australia there to help. 

The sifting job provided the opportunity for me to find a sense of closure for myself, and hope for the 
clients. I am extremely proud and privileged to be part of Disaster Relief Australia.

- Kylie Baumback



Seeing you guys rolling in, and just getting down to it and chipping away 
has been so awesome. You are going to take a huge chunk out of what I 
would have had to do on my own, this would have taken me days and so I 
am so grateful.

All we want to do is get back onto our land but my husband Brett works 
away and so we have wanted to get fences in for security, because it’s just 
me and the two girls, we haven’t been able to do that because the land 
hasn’t been cleared.

After today and the work you guys have done, we are a lot closer to 
getting back on our land.

Bronwyn Hughes, Perth Hills resident

COMMUNITY

info@disasterreliefaus.org

OPERATION WOODS FUN FACTS:
 » DRA’s largest operation to date with 206 volunteers deployed
 » Volunteers deployed from every state and territory across Australia
 » Longest deployed volunteer at 62 days
 » Launch of DRA’s 7th Disaster Relief Team (Perth DRT)
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A snippet of some of the coverage received during Operation Woods in both mainstream and social media.


